COMMERCIAL EMERGENCY INFORMATION
Account Number

: ____________________

Special Code Word

: ___________________
(If Required)

Business Name

: _______________________________________________________________________________

Address

: _______________________________________________________________________________

City, State Zip

: _______________________________________________________________________________

Premises Phone Number

: (________) __________-_____________

Primary Contact Number

: (_________) ________________________Cell

Secondary Contact Number

: (_________) ________________________Cell ______Work (Please include Ext.)______Other

Work (Please include Ext.)______Other

Upon alarm, we call the above telephone numbers immediately. (We recommend listing three phone
numbers to call prior to dispatching the police/verification officer). If we receive no answer after 5 rings,
or an incorrect account number or special code word, we dispatch the authorities accordingly.
After Dispatching we then require a list of people to notify that your alarm was activated. This will
include work numbers, pager numbers, mobile numbers, etc.
DSS will then start at the top of the “RP” list and stop when someone is contacted. If we reach the
bottom of the list and are unable to contact a live person, we will periodically start this procedure again,
until someone is contacted. None of these persons will be able to disregard the authorities from arriving
except the ones you have given this ability to.
Circle Y for each person that you wish to have this authority. Please note that authorities/verification
officer at this point has already been dispatched and may not be able to be cancelled.
___________________________________________________________________________________
(Name #1)

(Primary Telephone #)

(Secondary Telephone #)

___________________________________________________________________________________
(Name #2)

(Primary Telephone #)

(Secondary Telephone #)

(Primary Telephone #)

(Secondary Telephone #)

(Primary Telephone #)

(Secondary Telephone #)

Y/N

(PassCode # If Req.) Ability to Disregard

___________________________________________________________________________________
(Name #4)

Y/N

(PassCode # If Req.) Ability to Disregard

___________________________________________________________________________________
(Name #3)

Y/N

(PassCode # If Req.) Ability to Disregard

Y/N

(PassCode # If Req.) Ability to Disregard

Special Instructions - (Please note people that have access other than those mentioned above.)

In case of any changes please notify Dallas Security Systems immediately at 214-553-6103 and dial 0 or e-mail us at
central@dallassecurity.net. You may also fax us any changes to (214) 553-6112. Your account number must be
included in order for us to process any changes.
Signature ______________________________________________________

Date ____________________________

E-Mail Address __________________________________________________
We do not share your e-mail address with anyone and only send you information on a limited basis.
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